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Exploiting Direct Links in Multiuser Multirelay
SWIPT Cooperative Networks with Opportunistic

Scheduling
Nhu Tri Do, Student Member, IEEE, Daniel Benevides da Costa, Senior Member, IEEE,
Trung Q. Duong, Senior Member, IEEE, Vo Nguyen Quoc Bao, Senior Member, IEEE,

and Beongku An, Member, IEEE.

Abstract—In this paper, we analyze the downlink outage
performance of opportunistic scheduling in dual-hop cooperative
networks consisting of one source, multiple radio-frequency (RF)
energy harvesting relays, and multiple destinations. To this end,
two low-complexity, suboptimal, yet efficient, relay-destination
selection schemes are proposed, namely direct links plus oppor-
tunistic channel state information (CSI)-based selection (DOS)
scheme and direct links plus partial CSI-based selection (DPS)
scheme. Considering three relaying strategies, i.e., decode-and-
forward (DF), variable-gain amplify-and-forward (VG-AF), and
fixed-gain amplify-and-forward (FG-AG), the performance anal-
ysis in terms of outage probability (OP) is carried out for
each selection scheme. For the DF and VG-AF strategies, exact
analytical expressions and tight closed-form approximate expres-
sions for the OP are derived. For the FG-AF strategy, an exact
closed-form expression for the OP is provided. Additionally, we
propose a gradient-based search method to find the optimal
values of the power-splitting ratio that minimizes the attained
OPs. The developed analysis is corroborated through Monte-
Carlo simulation. Comparisons with the optimal joint selection
scheme are performed and it is shown that the proposed
schemes significantly reduce the amount of channel estimations
while achieving comparable outage performance. In addition,
regardless of relaying strategy used, numerical results show that
the DOS scheme achieves full diversity gain, i.e., M + K, and
the DPS scheme achieves the diversity gain of M + 1, where M
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and K are the numbers of destinations and relays, respectively.

Index Terms—Cooperative networks, opportunistic scheduling,
outage performance, power-splitting, relay-destination selection,
RF energy harvesting, simultaneous wireless information and
power transfer (SWIPT).

I. INTRODUCTION

Radio-frequency (RF) energy transfer and harvesting tech-
niques have been recognized as sustainable solutions for self-
powering in the next-generation wireless networks [2]. Al-
though wireless power transfer, where energy can be harvested
from electromagnetic radiation, has been a long-standing re-
search interest, its applications to wireless communications
are still limited. Recently, simultaneous wireless information
and power transfer (SWIPT) techniques [3] have attracted
attention in the literature. Since RF signals are able to carry
both energy and information, the underlying idea behind
SWIPT techniques is that users can harvest energy and decode
information from their received observations simultaneously.
Early ideas of SWIPT were proposed in [4], [5], where the
receiver can harvest energy and decode information from
the same received signal at the same time. However, these
theoretical operations were infeasible due to the limitations
of the electric circuits [6]. Some practical SWIPT receiver
architectures were proposed in [7], namely time-switching
(TS) receiver and power-splitting (PS) receiver architectures,
which have been widely adopted in the literature.

Cooperative relaying techniques have been realized as a
potential mean to improve coverage and capacity of wireless
networks, and have been adopted in industry standards, e.g.,
the IEEE 802.16j standard for relay-based wireless access
networks [8]. Additionally, cooperative relaying techniques
can be employed in wide range of wireless networks such as
cognitive radio networks [9], [10], space time network coding-
based networks [11].

Considering downlink/uplink scenarios of wireless networks
where a source communicates with multiple destinations, ex-
isting works in the literature have shown that the performance
of such networks will be better if the source chooses to
communicate with the destination having the best channel
condition [12]. In the literature, downlink scenarios of mul-
tiuser multirelay cooperative networks have been considered
as an example of point-to-multipoint dual-hop systems [13],
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i.e., a single source communicates with multiple destinations
with the help of multiple relays. In such systems, opportunis-
tic scheduling, i.e., the source communicates with only one
scheduled destination with an assistant of only one selected
relay, has been recognized as an attractive scheduling method
to improve system performance [13], [14] since the time-
varying nature of wireless channels is exploited. However,
when the numbers of relays and destinations are large, channel
feedbacks, i.e., the amount of CSI estimations, required by the
source to select the optimal joint relay-destination becomes
significantly large.

While cooperative transmission has the ability to increase
the reliability of wireless communications as well as the
coverage of wireless networks, the raised question is how
to deal with the energy issue at the relays which are often
energy-constrained nodes. SWIPT is an appropriate answer
since relays can scavenge energy from the source’s signal and
use this harvested energy to power their relaying operation.

Considering amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying strategy,
the authors in [15] studied the outage performance of the
proposed TS-based relaying and PS-based relaying protocols
for a simple relaying network composed of one source, one
RF energy harvesting relay, and one destination. Considering
a similar single relay network but adopting a decode-and-
forward (DF) relaying strategy, maximum transmission rates of
the TS-based and PS-based relaying protocols were analyzed
in [16] for the cases with and without direct links. In [17],
the authors studied SWIPT in multiple-input multiple-output
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM)
relaying system. Adopting non-regenerative relaying proto-
col, two optimization problems to maximize the end-to-end
achievable data rate were addressed when TS receiver and RS
receiver, respectively, were employed.

When multiple relays are available, the performance of
cooperative transmissions can be improved by selecting only
the best relay among available relays that assist the source-
destination transmission based either on the partial relay
selection protocol [18] or on the opportunistic relay selection
protocol [19]–[21]. Considering charging/discharging behavior
of the battery of relay nodes which is modeled as a two-
state Markov chain, several relay selection schemes, i.e.,
random selection, distance-based selection, and distributed
beamforming schemes were rigorously investigated in [22].
Also, considering a source-destination pair communication
assisted by multiple RF energy harvesting relays using AF
strategy, the author in [23] proposed a relay selection scheme
that takes into account the battery status in addition to channel
state information (CSI) for making selection criterion.

In addition, multiuser SWIPT cooperative networks which
consist of multiple sources and/or multiple destinations that
communicate with each other via multiple relays have been
studied. In [24], relaying strategies to distribute the harvested
energy among multiple source-destination pairs and their im-
pact on the system performance were investigated. In [25],
the authors considered a RF energy harvesting relay using
the max-min criterion, which is similar to the conventional
opportunistic relay selection protocol, to schedule only m
out of M source-destination pairs. Also considering multiple

source-destination pairs that communicating through their ded-
icated PS-based energy harvesting relays, the authors in [26]
adopted game theory to develop a distributed PS framework
for SWIPT in relay interference channels. In particular, using
game-theoretical approach, the authors proposed algorithms
to find the optimal value of the power-splitting ratio that
maximize the achievable data rate when AF, DF, and hybrid
AF/DF relaying strategies were employed. Recently, in [27],
the authors investigated the applications of PS-based SWIPT
to large-scale multicell networks, where a base station of
each cell communicates with its cell-edge user via an AF
relay. Specifically, the authors developed a resource allocation
scheme that jointly optimizes base station transmit power,
PS factors, and relay transmit power. However, the above
mentioned related works, e.g., [15], [17], [22]–[27], did not
take the effect of the direct link(s) between source(s) and
destination(s) into account.

In [28], the authors studied RF energy harvesting in a
wireless-powered cooperative communication network, which
consists of a hybrid access-point (AP), a hybrid relay, and
an information source. Assuming the direct link between the
AP and the source is available, the authors developed two
cooperative protocols, namely energy cooperation protocol and
dual cooperation protocol. With the same assumption of the
availability of the direct link, the authors in [29] proposed
a harvest-then-cooperate protocol for a cooperative networks
consisting of a hybrid AP, a source, and a relay. Specifically,
in downlink transmission, the source and the relay harvest
energy from the AP using TS-based architecture, while in
uplink transmission, the source transmits data to the AP
with the help of the relay under delay-limited transmission
mode. Considering a cooperative network with one source-
destination pair and multiple SWIPT relays where the direct
link between the source and the destination exists, the authors
in [30] proposed three relay selection schemes, and then two
distributed game theoretic algorithms were developed for the
case of multiple sources.

Different from the aforementioned works on (multiuser)
multirelay cooperative networks, e.g., [22]–[25], [30], which
adopted the assumption of independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) fading channels, there are few existing works
considering independent and not-necessarily identically dis-
tributed (i.n.i.d.) fading channels, specially in cooperative
relaying networks with SWIPT. In [31], the authors studied
ergodic and outage capacities of a three-node relaying network
(source-relay-destination) in which the relay harvests energy
from source and co-channel interference (CCI) signals, where
the CCI signals are assumed to be i.n.i.d. channels. In [32],
the authors investigated the best relay selection scheme in
cooperative cognitive relaying networks, where before data
transmission the destination uses spectrum sensing to decide
whether primary user is active or not.

In this paper, we consider a more general SWIPT cooper-
ative relaying network, i.e., multiuser multirelay cooperative
networks under i.n.i.d. fading channels where the direct links
between the source and the destinations are available. More
specifically, the purpose of this paper is to propose new
opportunistic scheduling schemes to alleviate considerably
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the number of CSI estimations and comparisons of potential
links compared to the optimal joint relay-destination selection
(OJRDS) scheme. It is noteworthy that the performance anal-
ysis of the OJRDS scheme in multiuser multirelay cooperative
networks with SWIPT has not been carried out in the literature
since such performance analysis is intractable. To this end, two
suboptimal relay-destination selection schemes are proposed,
namely direct links plus opportunistic CSI-based selection
(DOS) scheme, and direct links plus partial CSI-based se-
lection (DPS) scheme. Specifically, both schemes exploit the
direct links between the source and destinations to select the
strongest destination scheduled in each transmission block.
Only one relay is then selected to help the selected destination.
In particular, in the DOS scheme, a relay that maximizes end-
to-end signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of dual-hop links will be
selected. On the other hand, in the DPS scheme, a relay that
maximizes SNRs of first-hop links1 will be selected.

It is noteworthy to point out that the motivation of proposing
the DOS and DPS schemes is that, in addition to achieve
comparable outage performance with the OJRDS scheme, their
operation not only require less channel feedbacks, i.e., the
amount of channel estimations, but also lower complexity,
i.e., the number of comparisons of potential links to find
out appropriate relay-destination pair, as will be discussed in
details in Section VI.

In addition, in [25], the authors recently concluded that the
use of the max-min criterion, i.e., choosing opportunistically
a relay that maximizes the end-to-end SNR of dual-hop
links, results in loss of diversity gains in SWIPT cooperative
networks. In particular, the diversity gain achieved by the max-
min criterion is (K + 1)/2 for the scenario with one source-
destination pair and K RF energy harvesting relays. In this
paper, we show that when both direct links and opportunistic
relay selection protocol are utilized in the proposed DOS
scheme, the diversity gain of SWIPT cooperative networks is
not jeopardized, i.e., the DOS scheme provides full diversity
gain.

Moreover, in [30], it was shown that the diversity gain
achieved by a relay selection based on second-order statistics
of source-relay links is always 2 for the scenario with one
source-destination pair and K RF energy harvesting relays.
The second-order statistics was determined by the distance
between source and relay, and the source-destination direct
link was assumed to be available. In this paper, considering
multiple destinations instead of only one as in [30], and by
utilizing the SNR statistics of direct links together with source-
relay links, diversity gain can be improved as the number
of destinations increases, i.e., the diversity gain of the DPS
scheme is M + 1.

With the above motivations, the main contributions of the
paper are summarized as follows:
• We propose two suboptimal, yet efficient, relay-

destination selection schemes, i.e., DOS and DPS

1The reason of considering the SNRs of first-hop links is that, in SWIPT,
the first-hop links play a more important role than the second-hop links since
the first-hop links impact not only on the received SNR at a relay but also on
the transmit power that the relay uses to forward the source’s information to
the destination [25].

schemes, for downlink scenarios of multiuser multirelay
SWIPT cooperative networks with opportunistic schedul-
ing. The DOS scheme is able to reduce drastically the
number of CSI estimations compared to that required by
the OJRDS scheme while still achieves full diversity gain.
On the other hand, the DPS scheme reduces even more
channel estimations compared to that needed for the DOS
scheme while achieves efficient diversity gain compared
to that of previous existing schemes.

• We carry out comprehensive outage performance analyses
of the proposed schemes by considering three well-known
relaying strategies, i.e., DF, VG-AF, and FG-AF. To pro-
vide insights into the impact of system parameters on the
performance of the proposed schemes, exact analytical
expressions and tight closed-form approximate expres-
sions for the OP of the DF and VG-AF strategies, and
exact closed-form expression for the OP of the FG-AF
strategy, are provided for each scheme. It is noteworthy
that the attained closed-form approximate expressions
of OPs can predict accurately the exact ones for each
considered scenario in low as well as high SNR regime.

• The developed analysis is corroborated through Monte-
Carlo simulations and some representative performance
comparisons are presented. On one hand, we show that
the DOS scheme is diversity-optimal in multiuser mul-
tirelay SWIPT cooperative networks, and the achievable
diversity gain is M +K. On the other hand, the diversity
gain of the DPS scheme only depends on M and is inde-
pendent of K. In particular, the diversity gain achieved
by the DPS scheme is M + 1.

• We conduct an optimal analysis of the power-splitting
ratio ρ (used in the power-splitting receiver architecture).
To this end, we propose the gradient-based search method
to find the optimal values of ρ, denoted by ρ∗, that
minimize the attained OPs. With the proposed algorithm,
ρ∗ can be found offline (before the data transmission).

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section
II introduces the system model and describes in detail the
relay-destination selection processes of the DPS and DOS
schemes. Section III presents the analytical results in terms
of the OP for the considered scenarios, and the proofs of the
analytical expressions are provided in the appendixes. Section
IV presents the optimal analysis of the power-splitting ratio.
Section VI presents some illustrative numerical results, based
on which insightful discussions are provided. Monte Carlo
simulations are shown to corroborate the proposed analysis.
Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND SELECTION SCHEMES
DESCRIPTIONS

A. System Model

Consider a downlink scenario of a dual-hop cooperative
network composed of one source node S (e.g., base station
or access point), a set of K RF energy harvesting (EH)
relays Rset = {Rk|k = 1, . . . ,K}, and a set of M available
destinations Dset = {Dm|m = 1, . . . ,M} as sketched in Fig.
1. We assume that all nodes are equipped with one antenna
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and operate in half-duplex mode and over the same frequency
band. A time-division multiple-access scheme is used for
orthogonal access, and we assume perfect synchronization in
the network [7]. All wireless links are assumed to undergo
independent but not necessarily identically distributed (i.n.i.d.)
Rayleigh block flat fading.

The operation in each transmission block is divided into
two processes, namely relay-destination selection process and
communication process.
• The relay-destination selection process is performed

before the communication process and will be based
on the respective channel gains. This selection process
is conducted through the signaling and CSI estima-
tion/calculation system2 and is based on a selection
criterion of the DOS scheme or the DPS scheme, which
will be described in the next subsection.

• After the relay-destination pair is selected3, the commu-
nication process is carried out in two phases. In the first
phase, the source broadcasts the selected destination’s
message. The destination receives the source’s signal
without using SWIPT technique, while the relay performs
SWIPT technique for energy harvesting and information
processing from its received observation as depicted in
Fig. 2. In the second phase, the relay uses the energy that
harvested during the first phase to forward the received
signal to the destination using either DF, VG-AF, or FG-
AF relaying strategies. The destination then combines
the direct signal and the relaying signal using selection
combining (SC) technique.

In the sequel of the paper, let hXY and |hXY|2 denote the
channel coefficient of X→ Y channel and the corresponding
channel gain, respectively, let nY denote the additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) at Y where X ∈ {S} ∪ Rset

and Y ∈ Rset ∪ Dset. Without loss of generality, herein,
we assume that all terminals have the same AWGN mean
power N0 and all wireless channels in the network exhibit
Rayleigh fading. Thus, the channel gain |hXY|2 is an ex-
ponential random variable with probability density function
(PDF), f|hXY|2(z) = λXYe

−λXYz , where λXY denotes the
rate parameter, i.e., λXY = dεXY, where dXY represents the
distance between two nodes (in meter) and ε stands for path-
loss exponent. Thus, the average channel gain can be presented
as E[|hXY|2] = L

(dXY/d0)ε , where d0 denotes the reference
distance and L is the average signal power attenuation at d0.

B. Relay-Destination Selection Process

Considering RF energy harvesting, we assume that all relays
have the same energy conversion efficiency η [29], [33], which
is known at the source. In addition, we consider a static
power-splitting receiver architecture with power-splitting ratio
ρ as in [7], [33], [34]. Since the variation of ρ affects the

2As will be better explained next, the relays use their own energies to
acquire/estimate the respective CSIs so that the energy harvested from the
source’s signal is employed only during the communication process.

3The unselected destinations will seek a chance to communicate in the next
transmission block while the unselected relays can be back to their own duties,
e.g., keep silence, harvest energy from ambient RF signals, or transmit their
own data.

S

Cluster of K
RF energy harvesting relays

Rk

R1 RK

· · · Cluster of
M destinations

Dm

D1

DM

· · ·

Broadcasting channels in the 1st phase

Forwarding channel in the 2nd phase

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of multiuser multirelay SWIPT cooperative
networks.

RF energy harvesting using
power-splitting receiver

Information decoding

Information forwarding
using AF or DF

the 1st phase the 2nd phase

Communication process

A transmission block

Relay-destination selection process

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of relaying operation at the selected relay with
SWIPT technique.

system performance, as will be shown in the numerical plots,
this parameter is assumed to be controlled by the source. A
similar assumption was made in [29], in which an access point
controls the fraction of time for harvesting energy in time-
switching receiver architecture.

1) Selection Criterion of The DOS Scheme: Let γ̄ , PS/N0

denote the transmit SNR of the source. The DOS scheme first
selects the best destination as follows

Db = arg max
1≤m≤M

|hSDm |2, (1)

and then selects the best relay as follows

Rb = arg max
1≤k≤K

min{(1−ρ)γ̄|hSRk |2, ηργ̄|hSRk |2|hRkDb
|2},
(2)

for the case of using DF relaying strategy, and

Rb =

arg max
1≤k≤K

{
ηρ(1− ρ)γ̄2|hSRk |4|hRkDb

|2
(1− ρ)γ̄|hSRk |2 + ηργ̄|hSRk |2|hRkDb

|2 + 1

}
,

(3)

for the case of using VG-AF relaying strategy, and

Rb = arg max
k

{
ηρ(1− ρ)γ̄2|hSRk |4|hRkDb

|2
κk|hSRk |2 + ηργ̄|hSRk |2|hRkDb

|2
}
, (4)

for the case of using FG-AF relaying strategy, where κk is a
function of the Euclidean distance between the source and the
relay k, which will be explained in details in Theorem 3.
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2) Selection Criterion of The DPS Scheme: The DPS
scheme first selects the best destination as follows

Db = arg max
1≤m≤M

|hSDm |2, (5)

and then simply uses the same selection criterion for all the
cases of the DF, VG-AF, and FG-AF strategies to select the
best relay as follows

Rb = arg max
1≤k≤K

|hSRk |2. (6)

As can be observed, the DPS scheme can reduce the number
of required CSI estimations compared to the DOS schemes.
In addition, the DPS scheme performs a simple comparator,
which turns out a lower number of comparisons of potential
links, to select the best relay. Hence, our work provides a
flexible choice for system design as follows: if the source has
a powerful computational capability, the DOS scheme can be
used since it achieves higher outage performance than that
of the DPS scheme, otherwise, the DPS scheme can be used
not only to reduce the implementation complexity but also to
provide comparable outage performance.

We assume that the source and the relays use their own
energy to transmit pilot signal to estimate channel conditions.
For the sake of simplicity, and as an initial work in this
field dealing with the proposed system setup, a simple power
allocation strategy, i.e., PRk = PS, can be used in this
process. As will be explained in the next sub-section, the
harvested energy will be used by a selected relay during data
transmission process.

Moreover, a brief discussion on the fairness of the proposed
selection scheme is provided next. Regarding the fairness of
relays, in the proposed schemes, the relay-destination selection
process is conducted before the data transmission. Therefore,
after this process, the non-selected relays are assumed to be
free, they can keep silence, harvest energy for their own pur-
pose, or transmit their own data. On the other hand, if a node
is not available to serve as a relay (e.g., it has its own data to
send, critical battery level for channel estimation, etc.), it will
leave the relay set. Regarding the fairness of destinations, we
introduce a so-called occupation limitation, i.e., the maximum
consecutive transmission slots that a destination can seize. In
particular, if a certain destination continuously has the best
channel condition, and if the number of transmission slot
it holds reaches the occupation limitation, it has to release
the channel, set a back-off time to keep silence. However,
performance analysis of such fairness issues needs different
analysis framework, such as using Markov model as in [22],
and is out of the scope of our paper.

C. Communication Process

The communication process is carried out in two phases.
Without loss of generality, we assume that each phase, i.e., the
first and second phases, has the equal time duration of T as
in [15], [29], [35]. In the first phase, S broadcasts the selected
destination’s message s to both Rb and Db, where E[|s|2] = 1,
E[·] represents the expectation operator. The received signal at

Db can be expressed as ySDb
=
√
PShSDb

s+ nDb
. Thus, the

received SNR of the S→ Db channel, γSDb
, can be given by

γSDb
= γ̄|hSDb

|2. (7)

In this paper, the source and destination nodes are assumed
unconstrained powered nodes, while the selected relay node
powers itself by using SWIPT technique when it relays the
source information to the selected destination. As mentioned
earlier, the static power-splitting receiver architecture with
power-splitting ratio ρ, 0 < ρ < 1, is utilized [7, Sec. III], [33],
[34]. Moreover, in this paper, we consider the pessimistic case
of PS receiver where the power splitting receiver only utilizes
the signal power, but not the antenna noise power, as done
in [24], [35], [36]. In particular, the received power from the
source’s signal is divided into two streams with the splitting
ratio ρ and (1 − ρ) respectively, with 0 < ρ < 1. The first
stream, i.e., ρ portion of the received power, is used for energy
harvesting while the remaining stream, i.e., (1− ρ) portion of
the received power, is used for information processing. Thus,
the harvested energy at the selected relay, ERb

, can be given by
ERb

= ηρPS|hSRb
|2T [16], [35], where 0 < η < 1 denotes

the energy conversion efficiency; and the remaining part of
the received signal for information processing at Rb can be
expressed as ySRb

=
√

(1− ρ)PShSRb
s + nRb

. Thus, the
received SNR of the S → Rb channel, γSRb

, can be given
by

γSRb
= (1− ρ)γ̄|hSRb

|2. (8)

In the second phase, Rb is supposed to use all the harvested
power4 during the first phase from the source’s signal to
forward the source information to Db [15], [16], [35]. Thus,
transmit power of Rb can be expressed as PRb

= ERb
/T =

ηρPS|hSRb
|2.

In this phase, three relaying strategies are then considered
at Rb to perform the relaying operation, namely decode-and-
forward (DF), variable-gain amplify-and-forward (VG-AF),
and fixed-gain amplify-and-forward (FG-AF) strategies. An
AF relay simply amplifies the received signal and forwards the
resulting signal to the destination, whereas a DF relay decodes
the source’s information, re-encodes and then forwards to the
destination. Hence, while the received noise is also amplified
and forwarded to the destination when using AF strategy,
it can be eliminated when using DF strategy. On the other
hand, an amplification factor used in AF strategy can be
determined based on the instantaneous or statistical average
(mean) of the channel gain of the source-relay link, which
is known as VG-AF or FG-AF, respectively [37]. As can be
seen, the principle of operation of FG-AF strategy is less
complex than that of VG-AF strategy since the former one
uses a constant amplification factor. However, VG-AF strategy
may be more suitable for EH relaying networks than FG-AF
strategy since the harvested energy (which will be used to
amplify the source’s signal) at the relay is not constant and

4In this paper, we assume that there is no energy accumulation in Rb so
that all the collected energy is employed to forward the source information
to Db. Energy accumulation is indeed beyond the scope of our paper, but it
arises as an interesting issue for being investigated in future works.
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also depends on the instantaneous channel gain of the source-
relay link. Next, three mentioned relaying strategies will be
mathematically described.

1) DF Relaying Strategy: Suppose that Rb uses DF re-
laying strategy to forward the source information to Db, and
provided that the relay can successfully decode the information
from the source5, the received signals at Db are given by
yDF

RbDb
=
√
PRb

hRbDb
ŝ + nDb

, where ŝ denotes the re-
encoded version of s. Thus, the received SNR of the Rb → Db

channel, γRbDb
, can be written as

γRbDb
= ηργ̄|hSRb

|2|hRbDb
|2. (9)

Note that, although γRbDb
results from the case of DF strategy,

it will be used in the sequel of the analysis and for the VG-AF
and FG-AF strategies since it generally represents the received
SNR of the second-hop of the dual-hop links.

In dual-hop DF transmission, the failure in one of the two
hops leads to the failure of the transmission. Thus, from
(8) and (9), the end-to-end SNR of the S → Rb → Db

channel achieved by the DF relaying strategy, γe2e,DF
SRbDb

, can
be expressed as

γe2e,DF
SRbDb

= min {γSRb
, γRbDb

} . (10)

2) AF Relaying Strategy: Considering an AF relaying
strategy, the best relay first amplifies the received source
information signal by an amplification factor G ∈ {Gv, Gf}
and then forwards it to the best destination. The received
signal at Db is given by yAF

RbDb
= GhRbDb

ySRb
+ nDb

=√
(1− ρ)PSGhSRb

hRbDb
s + GhRbDb

nRb
+ nDb

. Thus, the
end-to-end SNR achieved by the AF relaying strategy through
the best path can be given by

γe2e,AF
SRbDb

=
(1− ρ)PSG

2|hSRb
|2|hRbDb

|2 PRb

G2N2
0

(G2|hRbDb
|2N0 +N0)

PRb

G2N2
0

=

(1−ρ)PS|hSRb
|2

N0

PRb
|hRbDb

|2
N0

PRb
|hRbDb

|2
N0

+
PRb

G2N0

=
γSRb

γRbDb

γRbDb
+

PRb

G2N0

. (11)

In the VG-AF strategy, the amplification factor Gv can be
calculated based on the instantaneous CSI of the S → Rb

channel and can be written as Gv =
√

PRb

PS|hSRb
|2+N0

[37].
Thus, the end-to-end SNR achieved by the VG-AF strategy
can be expressed as

γe2e,VG−AF
SRbDb

=
γSRb

γRbDb

γSRb
+ γRbDb

+ 1
. (12)

In the FG-AF strategy6, the factor Gf can be calculated
based only on the statistical channel information, i.e., the

5For a fair comparison with amplify-and-forward (AF) relaying strategy, we
assume that the selected relay always correctly decodes its received signal,
as considered in previous works [15], [16]. For further readings, the studies
that considered whether the relay successfully decodes its receive signal or
not can be found in [22], [23], [38]

6Note that the amplification factor of the FG-AF strategy uses statistical
CSI to determine the transmit power of the selected relay. Consequently, the
transmit power of the relay could not be well adjusted according to the channel
fluctuations, which leads to a performance degradation when compared to the
variable-gain amplify-and-forward (VG-AF) strategy, as shown in Section VI.

statistical average (mean) of the channel gains [37]. In the case
of FG-AF strategy, the statistical average of the channel gain of
the S→ Rb channel is assumed to be obtained at the selected
relay so that the amplification factor Gf can be written as

Gf =

√
ηρPSE[|hSRb

|2]

PSE[|hSRb
|2]+N0

. Since |hSRb
|2 follows exponential

distribution with rate parameter λSRb
, where, λSRb

= dεSRb
,

the statistical average of the channel gain is determined as
E[|hSRb

|2] = 1
λSRb

. Thus, the amplification factor for the FG-

AF strategy can be given by G2
f =

ηργ̄(1/λSRb
)

γ̄(1/λSRb
)+1 . Hence, the

end-to-end SNR achieved by the FG-AF strategy can be given
by

γe2e,FG−AF
SRbDb

=
γSRb

γRbDb

κb|hSRb
|2 + γRbDb

, (13)

where κb = γ̄ + λSRb
= γ̄ + dεSRb

, which is a function of the
Euclidean distance between S and Rb.

Finally, in the selection combining phase, a SC strategy7

is conducted at Db to select the best path, i.e., S → Db or
S→ Rb → Db paths. Thus, the end-to-end SNR of the system
can be determined as

γe2e,str
system = max{γSDb

, γe2e,str
SRbDb

}. (14)

where strategy ∈ {DF, VG-AF, FG-AF}.

III. OUTAGE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we evaluate the performance for the pro-
posed relay-destination selection schemes, i.e., DOS and DPS
schemes, in terms of the OP. Such a metric can be defined
as the probability that the end-to-end SNR of the system falls
below a SNR threshold γth, i.e., OP = Pr(γe2e,strategy

system < γth),
where γth = 22Rth − 1, and Rth denotes the target data rate,
and Pr(A) is the probability of an event A.

For the sake of notational convenience, in the sequel of the
paper, let α , (1− ρ)γ̄, β , ηργ̄, and µ , γth/α. Thus, the
SNRs in (8) and (9) can be rewritten as γSRb

= α|hSRb
|2,

γRbDb
= β|hSRb

|2|hRbDb
|2. Additionally, Ω, Θm, and Ξk

are defined in (66), (67), and (68), respectively. Let
∑̃
l =

K∑
l=1

(−1)l+1
K∑
q1=1
· · ·

K∑
ql=1

q1<···<ql

, and
∑̂
t =

l∑
t=1

λSRqt
.

A. DOS Scheme

1) DF Relaying Strategy: From (2), (10), and (14), the OP
achieved by the DOS scheme assuming DF relaying can be
formulated as

PDOS,DF
out

= Pr

(
max

{
γSDb

, max
1≤k≤K

min{γSRk , γRkDb
}
}
< γth

)
.

(15)

7The reason of using SC instead of maximal-ratio combining (MRC) is due
to complexity issues and to avoid CSI estimation error effects as well. Thus,
it is reasonable for us to assume a perfect CSI estimation in this paper.
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Theorem 1: An analytical expression for the OP of the DOS
scheme using DF relaying can be given by

PDOS,DF
out

= Ω

M∑
m=1

Θm

K∏
k=1

[
1− λSRk

∫ ∞
µ

e−yλSRk
−
γthλRkDm

βy dy︸ ︷︷ ︸
ΛDOS

]
.

(16)

Proof: See Appendix A.
To the best of authors’ knowledge, the integral ΛDOS in

(16) cannot be simplified. The following lemma that relies on
the Maclaurin series enables us to derive a tractable form for
the result presented in Theorem 1.

Lemma 1: For θ, ξ > 0, the integral Λ ,
∫∞
µ
e−θx−

ξ
x dx

can be given by

Λ ≈ e−µθ

θ
− ξΓ(0, µθ) +

∞∑
u=2

(−1)uξu

u!

×
[
e−µθ

u−1∑
v=1

(v − 1)!(−θ)u−v−1

(u− 1)!µv
− (−θ)u−1

(u− 1)!
Ei(−µθ)

]
,

(17)

where Γ(·, ·) is the upper incomplete Gamma function [39,
Eq. (8.350.2)], Ei(·) is the exponential integral function [39,
Eq. (8.211.1)].

Proof: Using the Maclaurin series8 of the term e−
ξ
x =∑∞

u=0
(−1)uξu

u!xu , then, by making use of the formula [39, Eq.
(3.381.3)] and [39, Eq. (3.353.1)], and after some algebraic
manipulations, (17) can be obtained. This completes the proof.

Now, applying Lemma 1, a closed-form approximate ex-
pression for the OP of the DOS scheme using DF relaying
can be derived as

PDOS,DF
out,approx

= Ω
M∑
m=1

Θm

K∏
k=1

[
1− θ1

[
e−µθ1

θ1
− ξ1Γ(0, µθ1)

+

9∑
u=2

(−1)uξu1
u!

[
e−µθ1

u−1∑
v=1

(v − 1)!(−θ1)u−v−1

(u− 1)!µv

− (−θ1)u−1

(u− 1)!
Ei(−µθ1)

]]]
, (18)

where θ1 = λSRk , and ξ1 =
γthλRkDm

β .
2) VG-AF Relaying Strategy: From (3), (12), and (14), the

OP of the DOS scheme assuming VG-AF relaying can be
given by

PDOS,VG−AF
out

= Pr

(
max

{
γSDb

, max
1≤k≤K

{
γSRkγRkDb

γSRk + γRkDb
+ 1

}}
< γth

)
.

(19)

8It is noted that when we increase the number of terms in the Maclaurin
expansion of ξ

x
, the corresponding closed-form approximate expression for

the OP provides a very accurate result compared to the exact one.

Theorem 2: An analytical expression for the OP of the DOS
scheme using VG-AF relaying can be derived as

PDOS,VG−AF
out = Ω

M∑
m=1

Θm

K∏
k=1

[
1− λSRk

×
∫ ∞
µ

e
−yλSRk

−
(αγthy+γth)λRkDm

(αy−γth)βy dy︸ ︷︷ ︸
ΨDOS

]
.

(20)

Proof: See Appendix B.
Note that the integral ΨDOS in (20) does not have a closed-

form expression. Next, approximation technique will be used
to derive a more tractable form for (31). Here, for two real
positive numbers, a and b, we have ab

a+b+1 ≈ ab
a+b when a and

b are sufficient large. Thus, the end-to-end SNR γe2e,VG−AF
SRbDb

in (12) can be approximated by

γe2e,VG−AF
SRbDb

≈ γSRb
γRbDb

γSRb
+ γRbDb

= max
1≤k≤K

γSRkγRkDb

γSRk + γRkDb

(21)

Plugging (21) into (19) and then carrying out the similar steps
as done in Appendix B, the integral ΨDOS in (20) can be
approximated by

ΨDOS ≈
∫ ∞
µ

e
−yλSRk

−
αγthλRkDm
(αy−γth)β dy. (22)

Lemma 2: For c 6= 0, the integral Ψ = a
∫∞
d/c

e−ax−
b

cx−d dx
can be given by

Ψ = e−ad/c
√

4ab

c
K1

(√
4ab

c

)
, (23)

where Kn(·) is the n-order modified Bessel function of the
second kind [39, Eq. 8.432.6].

Proof: Let z = cx− d, and after some manipulations, Ψ
can be re-expressed as Ψ = a

c e
− adc

∫∞
0
e−

az
c − bz dz. By making

the use of [39, Eq. (3.324.1)], (23) can be obtained, which
completes the proof of Lemma 2.

Now, plugging (22) into (20), and then applying Lemma 2
for the case of a = λSRk , b = αγthλRkDm , c = αβ, and
d = γthβ, a closed-form approximate expression for the OP
of the DOS scheme using VG-AF relaying can be attained as

PDOS,VG−AF
out,approx = Ω

M∑
m=1

Θm

K∏
k=1

[
1− e−µλSRk ξ2K1(ξ2)

]
,

(24)
where ξ2 =

√
4γthλSRkλRkDm/β.

3) FG-AF Relaying Strategy: From (4), (13), and (14), the
OP of the DOS scheme assuming FG-AF relaying can be given
by

PDOS,FG−AF
out,exact

= Pr

(
max

{
γSDb

, max
1≤k≤K

{
γSRkγRkDb

κk|hSRk |2 + γRkDb

}}
< γth

)
,

(25)
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Theorem 3: An exact closed-form expression for the OP of
the DOS scheme using FG-AF relaying can be given by

PDOS,FG−AF
out,exact = Ω

M∑
m=1

Θm

K∏
k=1

[
1− e−µλSRk ξ3K1(ξ3)

]
,

(26)
where ξ3 =

√
(4κkγthλSRkλRkDm) /(αβ) and κk = γ̄ +

λSRk .
Proof: See Appendix C.

Note that for the case of using the FG-AF strategy in both
DOS and DPS schemes, closed-form expressions for the OPs
can be obtained, while in the cases of the DF and VG-AF
strategies, only closed-form approximate expressions for the
OPs are available. It is also noteworthy that, as can be showed
in Section VI, the approximate results are almost corroborated
with the analytical exact results in low as well as high SNR
regimes with any value of ρ ∈ (0, 1).

B. DPS Scheme

1) DF Relaying Strategy: From (10) and (14), the OP of
the DPS scheme assuming DF relaying can be formulated as

PDPS,DF
out = Pr (max {γSDb

,min {γSRb
, γRbDb

}} < γth) .
(27)

Theorem 4: The analytical expression for the OP of the DPS
scheme using DF relaying can be given by

PDPS,DF
out = Ω

[
1−

M∑
m=1

Θm

K∑
k=1

Ξk
∑̃

l

∑̂
t

×
∫ ∞
γth/α

e−x
∑̂
t−

γthλRkDm
βx dx︸ ︷︷ ︸

ΛDPS

]
. (28)

Proof: See Appendix D.
As can be seen, the integral ΛDPS in (28) has a similar

form to that of (16), which does not have a closed-form
expression. Thus, the similar approximation method presented
in subsection III-A1 will be used to obtain a more tractable
form for (28). Specifically, by applying Lemma 1, a closed-
form approximation for the OP of the DPS scheme using DF
strategy can be derived as

PDPS,DF
out,approx

= Ω

[
1−

M∑
m=1

Θm

K∑
k=1

Ξk
∑̃

l
θ4

[
e−µθ4

θ4
− ξ4Γ(0, µθ4)

+

9∑
u=2

(−1)uξu4
u!

[
e−µθ4

u−1∑
v=1

(v − 1)!(−θ4)u−v−1

(u− 1)!µv

− (−θ4)u−1

(u− 1)!
Ei(−µθ4)

]]
, (29)

where θ4 =
∑̂
t, and ξ4 =

γthλRkDm

β .
2) VG-AF Relaying Strategy: From (12) and (14), the OP of

the DPS scheme assuming VG-AF relaying can be formulated
as

PDPS,VG−AF
out

= Pr

(
max

{
γSDb

,
γSRb

γRbDb

γSRb
+ γRbDb

+ 1

}
< γth

)
. (30)

Theorem 5: The analytical expression for the OP of the DPS
scheme using VG-AF relaying can be given by

PDPS,VG−AF
out = Ω

M∑
m=1

Θm

K∑
k=1

Ξk

[
1−

∑̃
l

∑̂
t

×
∫ ∞
µ

e
−x∑̂t−

(αγthx+γth)λRkDm

αβx2−βγthx dx︸ ︷︷ ︸
ΨDPS

]
. (31)

Proof: See Appendix E.
As can be seen, the integral ΨDPS in (31) has a similar form

of ΨDOS presented in (20), which does not have a closed-
form expression. Thus, the similar approximation method as
done in subsection III-A2 will be adopted to approximate (31).
Specifically, plugging the approximated SNR in (21) into (19),
and following a similar rationale as done in subsection III-A2,
the integral ΨDPS in (31) can be approximated by

ΨDPS ≈
∫ ∞
γth/α

e
−x∑̂t−

αγthλRkDm
β(αx−γth) . (32)

By plugging (32) into (31) and then applying Lemma 2 for
the case of a =

∑̂
t, b = αγthλRkDm , c = αβ, and d = γthβ,

a closed-form approximate expression for the OP of the DPS
scheme using VG-AF relaying can be derived as

PDPS,VG−AF
out,approx

= Ω

M∑
m=1

Θm

K∑
k=1

Ξk

[
1−

∑̃
l
e−

γth
∑̂
t

α ξ5K1(ξ5)

]
, (33)

where ξ5 =

√(
4γthλRkDm

∑̂
t

)
/β.

3) FG-AF Relaying Strategy: From (13) and (14), the OP of
the DPS scheme assuming FG-AF relaying can be formulated
as

PDPS,FG−AF
out,exact

= Pr

(
max

{
γSDb

,
γSRb

γRbDb

κb|hSRb
|2 + γRbDb

}
< γth

)
. (34)

The following theorem provides an exact closed-form expres-
sion for the OP of the FG-AF relaying strategy.

Theorem 6: An exact closed-form expression for the OP of
the DPS scheme using FG-AF relaying can be written as

PDPS,FG−AF
out,exact

= Ω

M∑
m=1

Θm

K∑
k=1

Ξk

[
1−

∑̃
l
e−

γth
∑̂
t

α ξ6K1(ξ6)

]
, (35)

where ξ6 =

√
4κkγthλRkDm

∑̂
t

αβ and κk = γ̄ + λSRk .
Proof: See Appendix F.

IV. OPTIMAL ANALYSIS OF THE POWER-SPLITTING
RATIO ρ

In this Section, we carry out the optimal analysis of the
power-splitting ratio ρ. More specifically, adopting the gradient
algorithm [40], we propose an gradient-based algorithm to
find the optimal value of ρ, denoted by ρ∗, that results in
the minimum value of the OPs as follows.
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We first formulate the equivalent minimizing functions
P sch,str

out,minimizing(ρ) for each considered case, where sch ∈
{DOS,DPS} and str ∈ {DF,VG−AF,FG−AF}. To alle-
viate notation, let Pout(ρ) represent P sch,str

out,minimizing(ρ) in the
sequel of the paper.

In our paper, the optimization problem concerns to find the
optimal value of ρ ∈ (0, 1) that results in a minimum value of
an outage probability Pout(ρ). Our algorithm, which is based
on the gradient method, can be explained as follows:

• For a given starting value ρk, we first determine a
descent direction so that Pout(ρk) > Pout(ρk+1), where
k indicates the iteration index. Considering the gradient
method, an obvious choice for the search direction is the
negative gradient [40], i.e., ∆ρk = −∇Pout(ρ), where
∆ρk is call step or search direction.

• We next update the value of ρk, i.e., ρk+1 = ρk+sz∆ρk,
where sz > 0 indicates the step size. As can be observed,
ρk < ρk+1 while Pout(ρk) > Pout(ρk+1), except when
ρk is optimal.

• As we know that when ρk converges to its optimal value,
∆ρk becomes smaller (please note that ∇Pout(ρ

∗) = 0).
Therefore, the iteration process of calculating ∆ρk and
updating ρk will be stopped when ∆ρk is less than a
predefined stopping threshold st.

Next, the gradient-based algorithm for finding optimal value
of the power-splitting ratio, ρ∗, can be expressed as on the top
of the next page. Please note that with the proposed algorithm,
the optimization process can be done offline based on the
system parameters acquired through CSI estimation process
(and before the data transmission process).

Algorithm 1 The gradient-based algorithm for finding ρ∗

Input: System parameters such as γth, γ̄, η, ε, ρmin, dSRk ,
dSDm , dRkDm ; and given optimization parameters such
as step size, sz = 10−2, stopping threshold, st = 10−6.

Output: ρ∗
1: Assign iteration index to the initial step: k ← 0
2: Choose a starting point of the searching optimal value:
ρk ← 10−9

3: Choose an initial value of the step: ∆ρk ← 1
4: while ∆ρk > st do
5: Update the step: ∆ρk ← −∇P sch,str

out,minimizing(ρ)
6: Update the searching optimal value: ρk+1 ← ρk +

sz∆ρk, k ← k + 1
7: end while
8: return ρk

A. DOS DF

For the case of the DOS scheme using DF relaying,
minimizing PDOS,DF

out,approx with respect to ρ is equivalent to
minimizing PDOS,DF

out,minimizing(ρ), which can be expressed as

PDOS,DF
out,minimizing(ρ) =

M∑
m=1

K∏
k=1

JDOS,DF
k,m (ρ), (36)

where JDOS,DF
k,m (ρ) can be written as

JDOS,DF
k,m (ρ)

= 1− e−
a1

1−ρ − b1θ1

ρ
Ei

(
− a1

1− ρ

)
+

9∑
u=2

u−1∑
v=1

(−1)u(v − 1)!bu1 (−nu1)u−1

(u− 1)!u!(γth/γ̄)v
(1− ρ)ve−

a1
1−ρ

ρu

×−
9∑

u=2

(−1)ubu1 (−θ1)u

(u− 1)!u!ρu
Ei

(
a1

1− ρ

)
, (37)

where a1 =
γthλSRk

γ̄ , b1 =
γthλRkDm

γ̄η , and θ1 = λSRk .
The gradient of PDOS,DF

out,minimizing(ρ), ∇PDOS,DF
out,minimizing(ρ), can

be obtained as

∇PDOS,DF
out,minimizing(ρ)

=

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

J̇DOS,DF
k,m (ρ)

K∏
l=1,l 6=k

JDOS,DF
l,m (ρ), (38)

where the over dot denotes the first-order derivative of
JDOS,DF
k,m (ρ) with respect to ρ, and J̇DOS,DF

k,m (ρ) can be ex-
pressed as

J̇DOS,DF
k,m (ρ)

=
a1

(1− ρ)2
e−

a1
1−ρ − b1θ1

[
e−

a1
1−ρ

(1− ρ)ρ
− 1

ρ2
Ei

(
− a1

1− ρ

)]
−

9∑
u=2

u−1∑
v=1

(−1)u(v − 1)!bu1 (−nu1)u−1

(u− 1)!u!(γth/γ̄)v
e−

a1
1−ρ

×
[
u(1− ρ)v

ρu+1
+
a1(1− ρ)v−2 + v(1− ρ)v−1

ρu

]
−

9∑
u=2

(−1)ubu1 (−θ1)u

(u− 1)!u!

[
1

(1− ρ)ρu
e−

a1
1−ρ

− u

ρu+1
Ei

(
− a1

1− ρ

)]
. (39)

B. DOS VG-AF

For the case of the DOS scheme using VG-AF relaying,
minimizing PDOS,VG−AF

out,approx with respect to ρ is equivalent to
minimizing PDOS,VG−AF

out,minimizing(ρ), which can be expressed as

PDOS,VG−AF
out,minimizing(ρ) =

M∑
m=1

K∏
k=1

[
1− e−

a2
1−ρ

√
b2
ρ
K1

(√
b2
ρ

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

JDOS,VG−AF
k,m (ρ)

,

(40)
where a2 =

γthλSRk

γ̄ and b2 =
4γthλSRk

λRkDm

ηγ̄ .
The gradient of PDOS,VG−AF

out,minimizing(ρ), ∇PDOS,VG−AF
out,minimizing(ρ), can

be obtained as

∇PDOS,VG−AF
out,minimizing(ρ)

=

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

J̇DOS,VG−AF
k,m (ρ)

K∏
l=1,l 6=k

JDOS,VG−AF
l,m (ρ),

(41)
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where

J̇DOS,VG−AF
k,m (ρ)

=
e−

a2
1−ρ b2
2ρ2

(√
b2
ρ

)−1

K1

(√
b2
ρ

)

− e−
a2

1−ρ b2
4ρ2

[
K0

(√
b2
ρ

)
+K2

(√
b2
ρ

)]

+
e−

a2
1−ρ a2

(1− ρ)2

√
b2
ρ
K1

(√
b2
ρ

)
. (42)

C. DOS FG-AF

For the case of the DOS scheme using FG-AF relaying,
minimizing PDOS,FG−AF

out,exact with respect to ρ is equivalent to
minimizing PDOS,FG−AF

out,minimizing(ρ), which can be expressed as

PDOS,FG−AF
out,minimizing(ρ)

=

M∑
m=1

K∏
k=1

[
1− e−

a3
1−ρ

√
b3

ρ(1− ρ)
K1

(√
b3

ρ(1− ρ)

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

JDOS,FG−AF
k,m (ρ)

,

(43)

where a3 =
γthλSRk

γ̄ and b3 =
4(γ̄+λSRk

)γthλSRk
λRkDm

ηγ̄2 .
The gradient of PDOS,FG−AF

out,minimizing(ρ), ∇PDOS,FG−AF
out,minimizing(ρ), can

be obtained as

∇PDOS,FG−AF
out,minimizing(ρ)

=

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

J̇DOS,FG−AF
k,m (ρ)

K∏
l=1,l 6=k

JDOS,FG−AF
l,m (ρ),

(44)

where

J̇DOS,FG−AF
k,m (ρ)

=
e−

a3
1−ρ

2(1− ρ)2

[
2a3

√
b3

ρ(1− ρ)
K1

(√
b3

ρ(1− ρ)

)

− b3(1− 2ρ)

ρ2
K0

(√
b3

ρ(1− ρ)

)]
. (45)

D. DPS DF

For the case of the DPS scheme using DF relaying, minimiz-
ing PDPS,DF

out,approx with respect to ρ is equivalent to minimizing
PDPS,DF

out,minimizing(ρ), which can be expressed as

PDPS,DF
out,minimizing(ρ) = 1 +

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

∑̃
l
JDPS,DF
k,m (ρ), (46)

where JDPS,DF
k,m (ρ) = JDOS,DF

k,m (ρ) − 1 with a1 = γthθ4
γ̄ ,

b1 =
γthλRkDm

γ̄η , and θ4 =
∑̂
t. Thus, the gradient of

PDPS,DF
out,minimizing(ρ), ∇PDPS,DF

out,minimizing(ρ), can be expressed as

∇PDPS,DF
out,minimizing(ρ) = 1 +

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

∑̃
l
J̇DPS,DF
k,m (ρ), (47)

where J̇DPS,DF
k,m (ρ) has a similar form to J̇DOS,DF

k,m (ρ) as
presented in (39).

E. DPS VG-AF

For the case of the DPS scheme using VG-AF relaying,
minimizing PDPS,VG−AF

out,approx with respect to ρ is equivalent to
minimizing PDPS,VG−AF

out,minimizing(ρ), which can be expressed as

PDPS,VG−AF
out,minimizing(ρ) =

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

[
1 +

∑̃
l
JDPS,VG−AF
k,m (ρ)

]
,

(48)
where JDPS,VG−AF

k,m (ρ) = JDOS,VG−AF
k,m (ρ) − 1 with a2 =

γthθ5
γ̄ , b2 =

4γthλRkDmθ5
ηγ̄ , and θ5 =

∑̂
t. Thus, the gradient of

PDPS,VG−AF
out,minimizing(ρ), ∇PDPS,VG−AF

out,minimizing(ρ), can be expressed as

∇PDPS,VG−AF
out,minimizing(ρ) =

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

∑̃
l
J̇DPS,VG−AF
k,m (ρ), (49)

where J̇DPS,VG−AF
k,m (ρ) has a similar form to J̇DOS,VG−AF

k,m (ρ)
as presented in (42).

F. DPS FG-AF

For the case of the DPS scheme using FG-AF relaying,
minimizing PDPS,FG−AF

out,exact with respect to ρ is equivalent to
minimizing PDPS,FG−AF

out,minimizing(ρ), which can be expressed as

PDPS,FG−AF
out,minimizing(ρ) =

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

[
1 +

∑̃
l
JDPS,FG−AF
k,m (ρ)

]
,

(50)
where JDPS,FG−AF

k,m (ρ) = JDOS,FG−AF
k,m (ρ) − 1 with a3 =

γthθ6
γ̄ , b3 =

4(γ̄+λSRk
)γthλRkDmθ6
ηγ̄2 , and θ6 =

∑̂
t. Thus,

the gradient of PDPS,FG−AF
out,minimizing(ρ), ∇PDPS,FG−AF

out,minimizing(ρ), can be
expressed as

∇PDPS,FG−AF
out,minimizing(ρ) =

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1

∑̃
l
J̇DPS,FG−AF
k,m (ρ), (51)

where J̇DPS,VG−AF
k,m (ρ) has a similar form to J̇DOS,VG−AF

k,m (ρ)
as presented in (42).

V. DIVERSITY GAIN ANALYSIS

In oder to provide further insights into the obtained OPs,
the diversity gain analysis of each selection scheme with
different relaying strategies is carried out. The diversity gain9,
D, achieved by a cooperative scheme can be defined as [41],
[42]

D = − lim
γ̄→∞

logPout(γ̄)

log γ̄
. (52)

9It is noted that the diversity gain (order) only depends on the number of
independent fading channels. In other words, the achievable diversity order is
a function of the number of relays and destinations, but not the power-splitting
ratio, in the considered multiuser multirelay cooperative network.
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A. DOS Scheme
1) DF Relaying Strategy: By using the fact that e−

1
x ≈

1 − 1
x when x → ∞, the asymptotic value of Ω in (66)

can be given by Ωasym = 1
γ̄M

∏M
m=1 γthλSDm . By utilizing

the first two terms of (17), and then applying the following
facts to (18), i.e., Γ(0, x) = −Ei(−x) [39, Eq. (8.359.1)], and
Ei(−x) ≈ CE + ln(x) when x → 0+ [39, Eq. (8.214.1)],
where CE denotes the Euler’s constant [39, Eq. (8.367.1)],
and after some algebraic manipulations, the asymptotic OP of
the DOS scheme using DF strategy can be obtained as

PDOS,DF
out,asym

=

(
1

γ̄M+K

M∏
m=1

γthλSDm

) M∑
m=1

Θm

K∏
k=1

[
γthλSRk

1− ρ

− γthλSRkλRkDm

ηρ

(
CE + ln

(
γthλSRk

(1− ρ)γ̄

))]
. (53)

Since lim
x→∞

log[ 1

xM+K (c1+ln( c2x ))]
log x = −(M +K), where c1, c2

are constants, it can be concluded that the diversity gain
achieved by the DOS scheme using DF strategy is M +K.

2) VG-AF Strategy: Applying the formula xK1(x) ≈
1 + x2

2 ln x
2 [24, Eq. (25)] to (24), and after some algebraic

manipulations, the asymptotic OP of the DOS scheme using
VG-AF strategy can be obtained as

PDOS,VG−AF
out,asym

=

(
1

γ̄M+K

M∏
m=1

γthλSDm

) M∑
m=1

Θm

K∏
k=1

[
γthλSRk

1− ρ

− 2γthλSRkλRkDm

ηρ

(
1− γthλSRk

(1− ρ)γ̄

)
× ln

(√
γthλSRkλRkDm

ηργ̄

)]
, (54)

Since lim
x→∞

log
[

1

xM+K

[
c1+(c2+

c3
x ) ln

(√
c4
x

)]]
log x = −(M + K),

where c1, . . . , c4 are constants, it can be concluded that the
diversity gain achieved by the DOS scheme using VG-AF
strategy is M +K.

3) FG-AF Strategy: Using the similar method as in V-A2,
the asymptotic OP of the DOS scheme using FG-AF strategy
can be obtained as

PDOS,FG−AF
out,asym

=

(
1

γ̄M+K

M∏
m=1

γthλSDm

) M∑
m=1

Θm

×
K∏
k=1

[
γthλSRk

1− ρ −
(

1− γthλSRk

(1− ρ)γ̄

)
×
(

2γthλSRkλRkDm

ηρ(1− ρ)
+

2γthλ
2
SRk

λRkDm

ηρ(1− ρ)γ̄

)
× ln

(√
γth(γ̄ + λSRk)λSRkλRkDm

ηρ(1− ρ)γ̄2

)]
. (55)

Since lim
x→∞

log
[

1

xM+K

[
c1+(c2+

c3
x +

c4
x2 ) ln

(√
c5
x

)]]
log x = −(M +

K), where c1, . . . , c5 are constants, it can be concluded that

the diversity gain achieved by the DPS scheme using FG-AF
strategy is M +K.

B. DPS Scheme

Using the similar method as done in V-A, the asymptotic OP
of the DPS scheme using DF, VG-AF, and FG-AF strategies
can be, respectively, obtained as

PDPS,DF
out,asym

=

(
1

γ̄M+1

M∏
m=1

γthλSDm

) M∑
m=1

Θm

K∑
k=1

Ξk
∑̃

l

×
[
γth

∑̂
t

1− ρ −
γthλRkDm

∑̂
t

ηρ

[
CE + ln

(
γth

∑̂
t

(1− ρ)γ̄

)]]
,

(56)

PDPS,VG−AF
out,asym

=

(
1

γ̄M+1

M∏
m=1

γthλSDm

) M∑
m=1

Θm

K∑
k=1

Ξk
∑̃

l

×
[
γth

∑̂
t

1− ρ −
2γthλRkDm

∑̂
t

ηρ

(
1− γth

∑̂
t

(1− ρ)γ̄

)

× ln

(√
γthλRkDm

∑̂
t

ηργ̄

)]
, (57)

PDPS,FG−AF
out,asym

=

(
1

γ̄M+1

M∏
m=1

γthλSDm

) M∑
m=1

Θm

K∑
k=1

Ξk
∑̃

l

×
[
γth

∑̂
t

1− ρ −
(

1− γth

∑̂
t

(1− ρ)γ̄

)
×
(

2γthλRkDm

∑̂
t

ηρ(1− ρ)
+

2γthλSRkλRkDm

∑̂
t

ηρ(1− ρ)γ̄

)

× ln

(√
γth(γ̄ + λSRk)λRkDm

∑̂
t

ηρ(1− ρ)γ̄2

)]
. (58)

With similar arguments used in V-A, it is straightforward that
the diversity gain achieved by the DOS scheme using either
DF, VG-AF, or FG-AF strategies is M + 1.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, representative numerical examples are pro-
vided to illustrate the outage performance of the DPS and
DOS schemes. Insightful discussions related to the impact
of EH process on the system performance will be presented.
Monte-Carlo simulation results are provided to validate the
developed analysis. In simulation setting, we assume that
the source, the relays (with the same coordinates), and the
destinations (with the same coordinates) form a line network,
which is well used in the literature [25], [29]. We set: M = 3,
K = 3, the distance between the source and the destinations
dSD = 10 m, the distance between the source and the
relays dSR = 3 m, the distance between the relays and the
destinations dRD = dSD − dSR, the reference distance d0 = 1
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Fig. 3. Outage probability of the DOS and DPS schemes as a function of
transmit SNR γ̄ (dBm) with ρ = 0.5. Performance curves are generated using
exact results.
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison among the OJRDS with and without direct
links (DLs), DOS, and DPS schemes using DF relaying strategy with ρ = 0.5.

m, and the path-loss at d0 is L = −30 dB, the path-loss
exponent ε = 2.7, the energy conversion efficiency of the EH
process η = 0.7 (as mentioned ealier, a fixed η has been well
assumed in the literature [23], [33], [36]), and the fixed target
data rate Rth = 1 bit/s/Hz. In the optimal analysis of ρ, we set
step-size sz = 10−2, stopping threshold st = 10−6. The first
10 terms of the Maclaurin series in (17) are used to generate
curves for approximate values in the case of using DF strategy.

The performance of the optimal joint relay-destination se-
lection (OJRDS) scheme is used as a benchmark. Mathemat-
ically, the selection criterion of the OJRDS scheme can be
written as on the top of the next page.

To the best of authors’ knowledge, such max-max selection
criterion has not been investigated in the literature since its
performance analysis is intractable. It is evident from (59)–
(61) that the OJRDS scheme requires a high computational

complexity. Therefore, this will be the main purpose of the
proposal of our schemes is to reduce the computational com-
plexity, yet provide comparable performance gain and diversity
gain, compared to the optimal scheme.

Fig. 3 shows the outage probability (OP) of the DOS and
DPS schemes as a function of the transmit SNR for the three
relaying strategies, i.e., DF, VG-AF, and FG-AF. Considering
the DOS scheme, the OP achieved by the DF, VG-AF, and FG-
AF strategies increases with the mentioned order. It means that
the DF strategy gives the best performance while the FG-AF
strategy gives the worst performance. Additionally, employing
FG-AF in SWIPT networks raises some disadvantages, such as
maintaining a fixed gain is likely difficult since the transmis-
sion power of relays depends on the instantaneous harvested
energy. However, our aim is to make the analysis as much
general as possible so that it could encompass different kinds
of relaying strategies. Also, please note that FG-AF strategy
can be employed in static or low-mobility networks, where
the harvested energy is likely stable due to the quasi-static
wireless environments. Since the harvested energy does not
much fluctuate, a relay can adjust its fixed gain based on the
statistical record of harvested energy.

Also, from Fig. 3, the DPS scheme has the same behavior
as of the DOS scheme in the low SNR regime. But at the high
SNR regime, the performances of the DF and VG-AF schemes
are very similar. On the other hand, based on the slope of
performance curves at high SNR regime, we can observe that,
using the same relaying strategy, the DOS scheme achieved
higher diversity gain than the DPS scheme does.

Fig. 4 presents the performance comparison among the
OJRDS (with and without direct links), DOS and DPS
schemes. As can be seen, for a given value of SNR and a
specific relaying strategy, performance of the OJRDS scheme
with direct links is the best among that of all selection
schemes. While performance of the OJRDS scheme without
direct links is better than of DOS and DPS scheme in low
SNR regime but it tends to be vice versa in high SNR regime.
According to our study, the performance curves of different
relaying strategies have the same behavior (trend). Thus, we
only show the results for the case of the DF strategy for brevity
and avoid repetition.

Fig. 4 shows the diversity behavior of the DOS scheme and
the DPS scheme using the DF relaying strategy, respectively.
According to our study, the performance curves of different
relaying strategies have the same behavior (trend). Thus, we
only show the results for the case of the DF strategy for
brevity and avoid repetition. Recall that the diversity gain can
be indicated by the slope at high SNR regions of an outage
performance curve [25], [42].

As shown in Fig. 5a, for a given M (or K), the slope of the
curves varies as K (or M ) increases. In addition, performance
curves for the case of there are M destinations and K relays
are parallel to the curve for 1/γ̄M+K at high SNR regime,
which results in the diversity gain of the DOS scheme equals
to M + K. Thus, we can conclude that by combining direct
links and opportunistic relay selection protocol, full diversity
gain can still be obtained in SWIPT cooperative networks.

As can be observed in Fig. 5b, for a given number of
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(Rb,Db) = arg max
1≤m≤M

max

{
|hSDm |2, max

1≤k≤K
min

{
(1− ρ)γ̄|hSRk |2, ηργ̄|hSRk |2|hRkDb

|2
}}

, (59)

for the case of using DF relaying strategy, and

(Rb,Db) = arg max
1≤m≤M

max

{
|hSDm |2, max

1≤k≤K

{
ηρ(1− ρ)γ̄2|hSRk |4|hRkDb

|2
(1− ρ)γ̄|hSRk |2 + ηργ̄|hSRk |2|hRkDb

|2 + 1

}}
, (60)

for the case of using VG-AF relaying strategy, and

(Rb,Db) = arg max
1≤m≤M

max

{
|hSDm |2,max

k

{
ηρ(1− ρ)γ̄2|hSRk |4|hRkDb

|2
(1− ρ)κk|hSRk |2 + ηργ̄|hSRk |2|hRkDb

|2
}}

, (61)

for the case of using FG-AF relaying strategy.
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(a) DOS scheme using DF strategy
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Fig. 5. Diversity gain of a) the DOS scheme and b) the DPS scheme using DF relaying strategy with different numbers of relays and destinations, ρ = 0.5.
Performance curves are generated using exact results.

destinations, M , as the number of relays, K, increases, the
slope of the curves is the same, which applies in non-diversity
gain. In contrast, for a given K, the slope of the curves
varies as M increases. On the other hand, regardless of K,
performance curves for the case of there are M destinations
are parallel to the curve for 1/γ̄M+1 at high SNR regime,
which results in the diversity gain of the DPS scheme equals
to M + 1.

Fig. 6 plots the OP of the DPS and DOS schemes as a
function of the power splitting ratio ρ. As can be observed, for
a given value of ρ, a certain relaying strategy, e.g., DF, VG-AF,
or FG-AF, in the DOS scheme outperforms its counterpart in
the DPS scheme, which is in line with the observation in Fig.
3. On the other hand, in each scheme, the OP increases in the
order of DF, VG-AF, and FG-AF strategies. It is noteworthy
that any OP appears as a convex function with respect to ρ ∈
(0, 1). Consequently, there is an optimal value of ρ where the
OP is minimum as illustrated in Fig. 6. Note that the minimum
OPs are obtained using the proposed gradient-based search
method.

Fig. 7 shows the optimal value of the power splitting
ratio ρ∗, obtained using the proposed search method, of each
relaying strategy for both DPS and DOS schemes. In other
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Fig. 6. Outage probability as a function of the power splitting ratio ρ with
γ̄ = 35 dBm

words, ρ∗ indicates the optimal portion of received power that
should be fed to the harvesting energy module in order to
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Fig. 7. Optimal value of the power splitting ratio ρ∗ (obtained using the
proposed search method) as a function of transmit SNR (dBm).

achieve the best outage performance. As can be observed in
Fig. 7, in all scenarios, when the source increases its transmit
power, the relay needs to increase the harvested energy in
order to achieve the minimum OP. In the DPS scheme, the ρ∗

used for FG-AF, VG-AF, and DF strategies increases with the
mentioned order. In the DOS scheme, ρ∗ used for VG-AF and
DF strategies are similar and higher than that used for FG-AF
strategy. Generally, the DPS scheme needs greater harvested
energy than the DOS scheme in order to achieve their own
minimum OP.

Next, we discuss more about the role of direct links in the
considered selection schemes. Fig. 8 plots OPs of OJRDS
scheme (with and without directs links), DOS scheme, and
DPS scheme as a function of the distance between source and
relays, dSR. As can be observed, performance of the OJRDS
(without direct links) become worse than that of DOS and DPS
schemes as the source-relay distance is larger. In addition, the
OPs of OJRDS (with direct links), DOS, and DPS schemes
increase as dSR increases, and become similar at high value
of dSR. One possible reason is that when the selected relay
is located far away from the source, the relaying transmission
depending on the harvested energy is dominated by the direct
transmission.

The complexity level of a selection scheme can be defined in
terms of the number of channels that require CSI estimation,
denoted by Ncsi, and the number of potential channels for
comparisons to find out the selected relay-destination pair, de-
noted by Ncom. Please note that the relay-destination process
is consisted of steps. Firstly, it conducts CSI estimation of the
considered channels. Then, it compares the acquired channel
conditions, i.e., CSI, to figure out what the best channel is. The
values of Ncsi and Ncom are summarized in Table. 1, in which
their units concern to the number of channels. For instance,
for a large-scale multiuser multirelay cooperative network with
M = K = 10, the required amounts of CSI estimations are
21, 30, and 120 for the DPS scheme, the DOS scheme, and
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Fig. 8. Outage probability of the DOS DF case as a function of distance
between source and relays with γ̄ = 30 dBm, ρ = 0.5. Performance curves
are generated using simulation results.

the OJRDS scheme, respectively. In addition, the number of
comparisons of potential links for the proposed schemes and
the OJRDS scheme are 30 and 210, perspectively, in the case
of using DF strategy, while they are 20 and 110, respectively,
in the case of using AF strategies. Thus, it is clear that the
complexity of the proposed schemes is much lower than that
of the OJRDS scheme.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, studying the opportunistic scheduling for
downlink scenarios in multiuser multirelay cooperative net-
works with SWIPT employed at relays, two low-complexity,
yet efficient, relay-destination selection schemes, namely the
DOS scheme and the DPS scheme, have been proposed by
exploiting the direct links between the source and the destina-
tions. Three well-known relaying strategies, i.e, DF, VG-AF,
and FG-AF, have been respectively adopted in each proposed
scheme and the corresponding performance of each scenario
has been analyzed in terms of outage probability (OP). In
particular, analytical expressions and closed-form approximate
expressions for the OP of the DF and VG-AF strategies, and
closed-form expressions for the OP of the FG-AF strategy in
the both schemes have been derived and corroborated through
Monte-Carlo simulations. Moreover, the gradient-based search
method has been proposed to find out the optimal values of
ρ∗ that minimize the attained OPs. For a given value of SNR
and a specific relaying strategy, DOS scheme outperforms
DPS scheme. On the other hand, DOS scheme achieves the
diversity gain of M + K, which is higher than that achieved
by DPS scheme, which is M + 1. In both DPS scheme and
DOS scheme, outage performance of DF is superior to that of
VG-AF and FG-AF.
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TABLE I
SUMMARIZING THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CONSIDERED RELAY-DESTINATION SELECTION SCHEMES

OJRDS DOS DPS

Diversity order (DF and AF) M +K M +K M + 1
Number of required CSI estimations, Ncsi, (DF and AF) M +K +KM M + 2K M +K + 1
Number of comparisons of potential links, Ncom (DF only) M + 2KM M + 2K M + 2K
Number of comparisons of potential links, Ncom (AF only) M +KM M +K M +K

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Since all wireless links are assumed to be independent,
using the total probability theorem [43], (15) can be expressed
as

PDOS,DF
out

= Pr
(
γSDb

< γth

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ω

M∑
m=1

Pr (Db = Dm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Θm

×
K∏
k=1

Pr
(
min{α|hSRk |2, β|hSRk |2|hRkDm |2} < γth

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

.

(62)

The following lemma helps reader easily follow how to
obtain Pr

(
γSDb

< γth

)
.

Lemma 3: Let |hb|2 , max1≤l≤L{|hl|2}, l ∈
{1, 2, . . . , L}, where |hb|2 ∈ {|hSDb

|2, |hSRb
|2}, |hl|2 ∈

{|hSDm |2, |hSRk |2}, L ∈ {M,K}. The cumulative distribution
function (CDF), F|hb|2(z), and the probability density function
(PDF), f|hb|2(z), of |hb|2 can be given by

F|hb|2(z) = 1 +

L∑
l=1

(−1)l
L∑

q1=1

· · ·
L∑

ql=1
q1<···<ql

e−z
∑l
t=1 λqt , (63)

f|hb|2(z) =

L∑
l=1

(−1)l+1
L∑

q1=1

· · ·
L∑

ql=1
q1<···<ql

( l∑
t=1

λqt
)
e−z

∑l
t=1 λqt .

(64)

Proof: Since |hl|2’s are independent random vari-
ables, the CDF of |hb|2 can be given by F|hb|2(z) =∏L
l=1 Pr

(
|hl|2 < z

)
. By using the following the multinomial

expansion identity

L∏
l=1

(1− xl) =

L∑
l=0

(−1)l
L∑

q1=1

· · ·
L∑

ql=1
q1<···<ql

l∏
t=1

xqt , (65)

and after some algebraic steps, F|hb|2 can be obtained as in
(63). By taking derivative of the term in the right hand side
of (63), the PDF of |hb|2 can be obtained as in (64). This
completes the proof of Lemma 3.

Using (7) and invoking Lemma 3, the probability
Pr (γSDb

< γth) can be given by

Ω = 1 +

M∑
l=1

(−1)l
M∑
q1=1

· · ·
M∑
ql=1

q1<···<ql

e−
γth
γ̄

∑l
t=1 λSDqt . (66)

Next, Θm in (62) is derived in the following lemma.
Lemma 4: Let Θm , Pr(Db = Dm) and Ξk , Pr(Rb =

Rk) (which will be used for the DPS case). Θm and Ξk can
be, respectively, given by

Θm = 1 +

M∑
l=1
l 6=m

(−1)l
M∑

q1=1,6=m
· · ·

M∑
ql=1,6=m

q1<···<ql

λSDm

λSDm +
∑l
t=1 λSDqt

,

(67)

Ξk = 1 +

K∑
l=1
l 6=k

(−1)l
K∑

q1=1,6=k
· · ·

K∑
ql=1,6=k

q1<···<ql

λSRk

λSRk +
∑l
t=1 λSRqt

.

(68)

Proof: Invoking a similar method presented in [44] and
making use of the multinomial expansion identity in (65), (67)
and (68) can be easily obtained. This completes the proof of
Lemma 4.

We are going to work on the remaining part of (62) as
follows. Let Y , |hSRk |2 and conditioning on Y = y, A can
be further expressed as

A =

∫ ∞
0

[
1−Pr (αy ≥ γth) Pr

(
βy|hRkDm |2 ≥ γth

) ]
fY (y)dy.

(69)
where fY (y) denotes the PDF of Y . Since Y = |hSRk |2 and
|hRkDm |2 follow exponential distributions with rate parameters
λSRk and λRkDm , respectively, A can be obtained as A =

1− λSRk

∫∞
µ
e−yλSRk

−
γthλRkDm

βy .
By plugging (69) and (66) into (62), and invoking Lemma

4, (16) can be obtained. This completes the proof of Theorem
1.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Since all wireless links are assumed to be independent,
using the total probability theorem [43], PDOS,VG−AF

out in (19)
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can be expressed as

PDOS,VG−AF
out

= Pr(γSDb
< γth)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ω

M∑
m=1

Pr(Db = Dm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Θm

×
K∏
k=1

Pr

(
α|hSRk |2β|hSRk |2|hRkDm |2

α|hSRk |2 + β|hSRk |2|hRkDm |2 + 1
< γth

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

.

(70)

Next, conditioning on |hSRk |2 = x, B in (70) can be
rewritten as

B =

∫ ∞
0

Pr
(
(αx− γth)βx|hRkDm |2 < αγthx+ γth

)
× f|hSRk

|2(x)dx, (71)

As can be seen, if x ∈ [0, γth/α], the probability in (71) is
always 1. Thus, (71) can be written as

B =

∫ µ

0

fX(x)dx

+

∫ ∞
µ

Pr

(
|hRkDm |2 <

αγthx+ γth

(αx− γth)βx

)
fX(x)dx.

(72)

where µ = γth/α. Since |hSRk |2 and |hRkDm |2 follow
the exponential distributions with rate parameters λSRk and
λRkDm , respectively, after some algebraic manipulations, B
can be given by

B = 1− λSRk

∫ ∞
µ

e
−yλSRk

−
(αγthy+γth)λRkDm

(αy−γth)βy dy. (73)

Plugging (66), (67), and (73) into (70), (20) can be obtained.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 3

Since all wireless links are assumed to be independent,
using the total probability theorem [43], PDOS,FG−AF

out,exact in (25)
can be expressed as

PDOS,FG−AF
out,exact

= Pr(γSDb
< γth)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ω

M∑
m=1

Pr(Db = Dm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Θm

×
K∏
k=1

Pr

(
α|hSRk |2β|hSRk |2|hRkDm |2

κk|hSRk |2 + β|hSRk |2|hRkDm |2
< γth

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

C

.

(74)

As can be seen that C in (74) has a similar form of B in (70).
Thus, by following the same calculation manner, we have C =

1−λSRk

∫∞
µ
e
−yλSRk

−
κkγthλRkDm

(αy−γth)β dy. Now, applying Lemma
2 for the case of a = λSRk , b = κkγthλRkDm , c = αβ, and
d = γthβ, and after some manipulation steps, (26) can be
obtained. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 4

Since the direct links are independent with the dual-hop
links, (27) can be re-expressed as

PDPS,DF
out = Pr (γSDb

< γth)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ω

× Pr
(
min

{
α|hSRb

|2, β|hSRb
|2|hRbDb

|2
}
< γth

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
D

.

(75)

For the sake of notational convenience, let X , |hSRb
|2, and

by conditioning on X = x, D in (75) can be re-expressed as

D =

∫ ∞
0

(
1− Pr (αx ≥ γth) Pr

(
βx|hRbDb

|2 ≥ γth

))
× fX(x)dx. (76)

where fX(x) denotes the PDF of X . Since
∫∞

0
fX(x)dx = 1.

By using the total probability theorem [43], D in (76) can be
given by

D = 1−
M∑
m=1

Pr(Db = Dm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Θm

K∑
k=1

Pr(Rb = Rk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ξk

×
∫ ∞
µ

(
1− F|hRkDm |2

(
γth

βx

))
fX(x)dx, (77)

where µ = γth/α. Since |hRkDm |2 follows exponential dis-
tribution with parameter λRkDm , and invoking the PDF of
X = |hSRb

|2 in Lemma 3, D can be further expressed as

D = 1−
M∑
m=1

Θm

K∑
k=1

Ξk

∫ ∞
µ

e−
γth
βx λRkDm

∑̃
l

∑̂
t
e−x

∑̂
tdx.

(78)
Plugging (67) and (68) into (78), and then combining

with (66), (31) can be obtained. This completes the proof of
Theorem 4.

APPENDIX E
PROOF OF THEOREM 5

Since the direct links are independent with the dual-hop
links, and using (8) and (9), (30) can be rewritten as

PDPS,VG−AF
out

= Pr (γSDb
< γth)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ω

× Pr

(
α|hSRb

|2β|hSRb
|2|hRbDb

|2
α|hSRb

|2 + β|hSRb
|2|hRbDb

|2 + 1
< γth

)
.

(79)
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Let X , |hSRb
|2, using the total probability theorem [43],

(79) can be further expressed as

PDPS,VG−AF
out

= Ω

M∑
m=1

Pr(Db = Dm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Θm

K∑
k=1

× Pr(Rb = Rk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ξk

Pr

(
αβX2|hRkDm |2

αX + βX|hRkDm |2 + 1
< γth

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

E

.

(80)

Note that in (80), the statistical characteristic of X is still
remained, i.e., X = |hSRb

|2 = max1≤k≤K{|hSRk |2} since
the selection criterion of the DPS scheme selects the best relay
first, then computes the end-to-end SNR of the selected dual-
hop link.

As can be seen, E in (80) has a similar form of B in (70).
Thus, by following the same calculation manner, and since
|hRkDm |2 follows an exponential distribution with parameter
λRkDm , and invoking the PDF fX(x) of X = |hSRb

|2 in
Lemma 3, after some algebraic manipulations, (31) can be
obtained. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.

APPENDIX F
PROOF OF THEOREM 6

Since the direct links are independent with the dual-hop
links, and from (8) and (9), PDPS,FG−AF

out,exact in (34) can be
expressed as

PDPS,FG−AF
out,exact

= Pr(γSDb
< γth)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ω

× Pr

(
α|hSRb

|2β|hSRb
|2|hRbDb

|2
κb|hSRb

|2 + β|hSRb
|2|hRbDb

|2 < γth

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

F

. (81)

By carrying out the similar steps as done in Appendix E, F
can be given by

F =

M∑
m=1

Θm

K∑
k=1

Ξk

[
1−

∑̃
l

∑̂
t

∫ ∞
µ

e
−x∑̂t−

κkγthλRkDm
β(αx−γth) dx

]
.

(82)

Applying Lemma 2 to (82) with a =
∑̂
t, b = κkγthλRkDm ,

c = αβ, and d = γthβ, and then combining with (81), (35)
can be obtained. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.
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